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Learning from Common Mistakes
Get it right with the Cambridge Learner Corpus!
What can I do with this booklet?
This booklet is designed to help you take your next steps in learning English. It contains
practice exercises based on common mistakes made by intermediate (CEF: B1) level
learners of English. If you spend a little time on these grammar and vocabulary points
which often cause students difficulty, you’ll be able to get one step ahead and make sure
you get it right!

How do you know which areas cause problems?
The exercises in this trainer booklet have all been specially written based on information
from the Cambridge Learner Corpus. The Cambridge Learner Corpus is a unique
collection of exam papers written by real students taking Cambridge ESOL exams all
around the world. The Cambridge Learner Corpus contains over 30 million words and is
growing all the time as more exam papers are added, keeping it up to date.

That’s a lot of words, but how does it work?
Well, here’s the clever bit…We have developed our own unique system called ‘error
coding’ for highlighting the mistakes made by students in these exam papers. This system
allows us to identify the most difficult areas for learners of English (e.g. grammar and
vocabulary) in a statistical way. If we want to be really clever we can also focus in on
typical mistakes made by Brazilian students at CAE level, or by Italian students at PET level
for example.

I’m not intermediate level, so will it still help me?
This booklet will be especially useful if you are around intermediate level (B1). It is also
great if you are preparing for the Cambridge ESOL PET exam or other B1-level exams such
as BEC Preliminary. If you’re above intermediate level, you might still find that these areas
cause you problems. The Cambridge Learner Corpus shows us that some errors keep
being made right up to Advanced level. If you are not yet at intermediate level you’ll find
many of the exercises useful as well. Try them and see!

The Cambridge Learner Corpus is a part of the larger Cambridge
International Corpus, a vast database of over 1 billion words of real English
taken from books, newspapers, advertising, letters and emails, websites,
conversations and speeches, radio and television. For more information, visit
our website:

www.cambridge.org/elt/getitright
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Notes for the teacher
All of the exercises in this booklet are fully photocopiable for use in class. If your
photocopier allows it, you might like to enlarge the pages by 100% for ease of use.
The ‘Speaking extensions’ at the end of some of the topics, are particularly good for
classroom practice. For more extension activities to use in class, and to download a pdf
of this booklet, visit www.cambridge.org/elt/getitright

About the Author
The exercises in this trainer booklet were written by Guy Brook-Hart, author of Complete First
Certificate and Complete CAE (Cambridge University Press 2008 and 2009), as well as Business
Benchmark Upper Intermediate and Advanced (Cambridge University Press 2006 and 2007), and
Instant IELTS (Cambridge University Press 2004). He teaches in Valencia, Spain.
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And, but, or or?
Intermediate learners often confuse and, but and or.
1. Complete the sentences below by writing and, but or or in each gap.
Example: The hotel staff were very friendly …and... welcoming
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

My hotel room was clean …… uncomfortable.
I haven’t been to China …… Japan.
I have been to Thailand, …… I haven’t been to the Philippines.
When I visited India, I went to Mumbai, Delhi … Bangalore.
I don’t know why Sayed hasn’t come to class; he may be ill, …… he may be too busy.

2.	Each of the sentences in Exercise 1 is an example for one of the uses of and, but and or
given below. Write the number of the sentence from Exercise 1 in the gap by each of
the uses.
Example: Use and to join two similar adjectives together when they don’t come before a
noun. (Sentence …Example …)
1. Use and to join the final thing on a list to the rest of the list. (Sentence …)
2.	Use but to join two ideas, opinions or facts which are different in a sentence.
(Sentence …)
3.	Use but to join two adjectives which seem to have different or opposite meanings.
(Sentence …)
4.	Use or to connect different possibilities, or the last thing in a list of possibilities.
(Sentence …)
5.	Use or after a negative verb to mean not one thing and also not another. 			
(Sentence …)
3. 	Each of the sentences below contains a mistake made by intermediate students in
Cambridge exams. Find and correct the mistakes.
					
or
Example: Don’t tell my father, mother and sister that I have written to you.
1.	The beginning of the summer was very hot but sunny and I believed it would go on
forever.
2. It was boring because there was nothing to see and do.
3. It wasn’t a valuable or important book and it was my Dad’s favourite.
4. The film is a thriller but it’s very exciting.
5. There are lots of cheap restaurants or snack bars where you can have lunch.

4
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During, for or since?
Intermediate learners often confuse during, for and since.
1.	Read sentences a–c and then match them to the extracts from the Cambridge
Learner’s Dictionary, 1–3. Complete the extracts by writing during, for, or since in
each gap.
a Dimitri has been playing tennis for two hours.
b Pavla’s telephone started ringing during the lesson.
c Raoul has been studying here since the beginning of July.
1 Use …… to say ‘from a time in the past until now’.
2 Use …… to say how long something happens or continues.
3 Use …… to talk about a period of time when something happens.
2.	Three of the sentences below contain mistakes made by intermediate students in
Cambridge exams. Two sentences are correct (✔). Find and correct the mistakes.
for
Example: Vanessa has been abroad during a long time but now she’s back.
1
2
3
4
5

Pierre was stopped by the police and now he can’t drive his car during three months.
During my cycling holiday it rained for two weeks but even so it was great.
I haven’t seen my friends since two years and I’m longing to see them again.
Can I borrow your car? I’ll only need it for a week.
I’ve been studying here for last January.

3. Complete the questions and answers below by writing during, for, or since in each gap.
Example: “How long have you lived here?” – “…for… 7 years.”
1 “How long have you known how to ride a bicycle?” – “…… I was 6 years old.”
2	“What are you planning to do …… your summer holidays?” – “I’m planning to
travel round India.”
3 “How long have you been learning English?” – “…… 2006.”
Speaking extension
Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions in Exercise 3. Give answers which are
true for you.

© Cambridge University Press 2009
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Do I need to + verb or a verb + -ing after this verb?
Intermediate learners often confuse when to use to + verb (forget to learn) and when to use
a verb + -ing (recommend learning) after a verb.
1. Circle the correct alternatives below.
Example: I hope to hear / hearing from you soon.
1. We spent the whole day to prepare / preparing for the party.
2. I’m looking forward to meet / to meeting you at the airport.
We use to + verb after some verbs but a verb + -ing after others. You have to learn which
form follows each verb. Here are some verbs which intermediate learners often make
mistakes with:
yy Use
 to + verb after: ask (somebody), decide, forget, help (somebody), hope, invite, learn,
need, plan, wait, want, would like				
yy Use
 a verb + -ing after: enjoy, fancy, finish, look forward to*, recommend, spend,
suggest, think about/of*
	* Note: verbs with prepositions (to, of, about etc.) are always followed by verb + -ing.
(In Exercise 1, Question 2 (I’m looking forward to meeting you at the airport), to is part
of the verb.)
2. 	Five of the sentences below contain mistakes made by intermediate students in
Cambridge exams. Two sentences are correct (✔). Find and correct the mistakes.
to ask
Example: I forgot asking you about your family. How are they?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I suggest meeting you at seven o’clock in front of the theatre.
I’m thinking of to buy a new desk and lamp.
I’ve already decided to buy something new for my bedroom.
If you want to coming, please let me know as soon as you can.
Last week I invited her going to the cinema.
We really enjoyed to be together.
I would like to learn dancing.

3.	Complete the sentences below by putting the verb in brackets into the correct form (to
+ verb or a verb + -ing) in each gap.
Example: What things do you help your family …to do… (do) in the house?
1.
2.
3.
4.
6

What do you fancy ………… (do) next weekend?
How are you planning ………… (spend) your next holiday?
What programmes do you enjoy ………… (watch) on television?
What are you looking forward to ………… (do) in the future?
© Cambridge University Press 2009

Do or make?
Intermediate learners often confuse do and make.
1. Complete the sentences below by putting do or make into the correct form in each gap.
Example: When you’ve …done… your homework, you can help me …make… the tea.
1. I want to (a) …… a lot of changes to the house to (b) …… it more comfortable.
2. Samdi had to …… a choice between studying English or going on holiday.
3. Karen has been …… a lot of exercise recently.
We use the verb do with some nouns and make with others. You have to learn which verb
is correct for each noun. Here are some nouns which intermediate learners often make
mistakes with. Write them under the correct heading below:
a cake				
a job 					
a test					
housework		

a change 			
a mistake			
aerobics 				
the shopping		

a choice							
a plan								
an activity						
a sightseeing tour		

Use with do: 				

a course				 a decision			 friends
a reservation a sandwich		 sport
an exam 			 an exercise			 homework
work

Use with make:

3.	Five of the sentences below contain mistakes made by intermediate students in
Cambridge exams. Two sentences are correct (✔). Find and correct the mistakes.
made
Example: I did many mistakes when I read the text.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I liked doing the course because we made a lot of fun activities.
In my country people make a lot of things to help poor people.
Without the Internet I can’t do my homework.
Last week in class, my friends and I made some very difficult exercises.
We have some difficult choices to make.
We started by making some listening tests.
Olga went sightseeing and made some shopping.

4. Complete the questions below by putting do or make into the correct form in each gap.
Example: What job would you like to …do… in the future?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have you …… any plans for your summer holidays?
Who …… the shopping in your family?
What is the best way to …… friends, do you think?
What do you do when you …… a mistake speaking English?
What was the last exam you ……?
© Cambridge University Press 2009
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Look, see, or watch?
Intermediate learners often confuse look, see and watch.
1.	Each of the sentences 1–5 contains a mistake made by intermediate students in
Cambridge exams. Read this extract from the Cambridge Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary below. Then find and correct the mistakes (one sentence contains two
mistakes).
Common Learner Error look, see or watch?
see means to notice people and things with your eyes: She saw a big spider and screamed. 		
Jacqui saw the car drive up the road.
look is used when you are trying to see something or someone: I’ve looked everywhere, 		
but can’t find my keys. I looked at the map to find the road.
watch means to look at something for a period of time, usually something which moves 		
or changes: He watched television all evening. I watched the football match with some 		
friends.
Note: While you are sitting in the cinema you watch a film, but before you go, you say
you are going to see a film and afterwards you say you have seen the film.
see
Example: I went to watch a film called The Motorcycle Diaries at my local cinema.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We sat on the sofa and saw a video of my friend’s holiday in Italy.
Then we got on a tour bus because we wanted to watch the city.
I saw my finger and looked that I wasn’t wearing my ring.
I watched my watch to check the time.
I couldn’t find my wallet even though I saw everywhere.

2.	Complete the questions below by putting look, see or watch into the correct form in
each gap.
Example: How much time do you spend …watching… television everyday?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What can you (a) …… if you (b) …… out of your bedroom window?
What is the best film you have ever ……?
Which sports do you most enjoy …… on television?
Which places in the world would you most like to ……?
Do you mind if people …… you while you are working?

Speaking extension
Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions in Exercise 2.

8
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When should I use have, pass, spend and take with time expressions?
Intermediate learners often confuse when to use have, pass, spend and take with time
expressions.
1. Circle the correct alternatives below.
Example: We passed / spent the weekend painting the kitchen.
1. It spent / took me four hours to complete the job.
2. We had / spent a great time at the fair.
3. We played chess to pass / spend the time while we waited.
2.	Complete these extracts from the Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary by putting have,
pass, spend or take into the correct form in each gap.
Example: (a) …Have… is used with nouns (e.g. a wonderful time / a bad time) – to
experience something: We’re (b) …having… a wonderful time here in Venice.
1.	If you (a) ……… the time, you do something to stop yourself being bored during
that period: The visitors (b) ……… their days swimming and playing volleyball.
2.	(a) ……… time – to use time doing something or being somewhere: I (b) ……… a
lot of time cleaning that room yesterday.
3.	If something (a) ……… a particular time, that period is needed in order to complete
it: It (b) ……… us all day to drive home.
3.	Each of the sentences below contains a mistake made by intermediate students in
Cambridge exams. Find and correct the mistakes.
Example: I hope you'll spend have a good time in my country.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I passed a relaxing evening with Paulo and Adriana.
I spent ten minutes to find my mother. (Clue: start with It …)
It was a very good idea to go to Prague because we passed an excellent week there.
We spent four hours to reach the mountains. (Clue: start with It …)
You should come to Brazil and pass your holidays here.

4.	Complete the sentences below by putting have, pass, spend or take into the correct
form in each gap.
Example: I …had… a wonderful time swimming and surfing on my last holiday in
Australia.
1. I …… last weekend studying and going out with my friends.
2. It …… me 25 minutes to get to school this morning.
3.	When I’m waiting for the doctor or waiting for a bus or train, I usually…… the
time reading magazines.
© Cambridge University Press 2009
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Are these nouns countable or uncountable?
Intermediate learners often confuse countable and uncountable nouns.
1. Circle the correct alternatives below.
Example: Aida has very long hair / a very long hair.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Najeeb has done several works / jobs in his life.
 here’s lots of food in the fridge / There are lots of foods in the fridge so help yourself.
T
Hank eats three large meal / meals a day.
I want to give you some advice / advices.
Odile enjoys playing game / games.

2.	Read the rules 1–6 and then match them to the examples a–f. Then use the rules to
check your answers to Exercise 1.
1. Most nouns have a singular and a plural form:
2.	However, some nouns only have a singular
form. These nouns are called ‘uncountable’
nouns because you cannot count them. Here
are some uncountable nouns which
intermediate learners often make plural:
3. Use a with countable nouns when they are
singular:
4. You can use many, few, a lot of, some and any
when countable nouns are plural:
5. Do not use a with uncountable nouns:
6. You can use much, little, a lot of, some and
any with uncountable nouns:

a a chair
b advice, countryside, 			
entertainment, food, fruit,
furniture, hair, homework, 		
information, music, popcorn,
scenery, stuff, trouble, work,
exercise, experience
c The room had little furniture in
it. Do you need any information?
d He has brown hair (not a brown
hair).
e house – houses, man – men,
child – children, chair – chairs
f many years, some trees.

3.	Five of the sentences below contain mistakes made by intermediate students in
Cambridge exams. Two sentences are correct (✔). Find and correct the mistakes.
						
work (or jobs)
Example: I have to leave early because I have a lot of works to do at home.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
10

It’s important to eat lots of fruits with your meals.
The hotel provides its guests with free entertainments.
We asked the tourist office to give us information about places to visit.
I enjoy listening to many different kinds of music.
The palace was full of expensive furnitures.
Pablo is always getting into troubles with his teachers.
Kostas gave us lots of advices about where to stay and what to do.
© Cambridge University Press 2009

Near, nearby, or next to?
Intermediate learners often confuse near, nearby and next to.
1. Circle the correct alternatives below.
Example: My girlfriend works in a near / nearby restaurant.
1. I walk to school because I live near / nearby.
2. Jasmine sat right near / nearby / next to me so she could see what I was writing.
3. The shopping centre is quite near / nearby / next to the city.
2. Read the rules 1–5 and then match them to the examples a–e.
Near and nearby both mean not far away. However a Dimitri heard the noise because 		
he was working nearby.
1. use nearby as an adjective before a noun:
b	I always sat next to my best friend
2. use nearby as an adverb:
at school.
3. use near as a preposition:
4. say nearer and nearest, not more/most nearby: c Jan travels to work from a nearby 		
village.
5. Use next to when describing two people or 						
d Tamara lives near the station.
things that are very close to each other:
e	Which is the nearest underground
station? Can you come nearer?
3.	Each of the sentences below contains a mistake made by intermediate students in
Cambridge exams. Find and correct the mistakes. In some sentences, more than one
answer is possible.
Example: We are going to go to a near nearby island, which is called Eigina.
1. The theatre is conveniently located nearby to the Bradford bus station.
2. The town has an excellent park nearby our hotel.
3. He lives next to my village, in Mirambel.
4.	Complete the sentences below by writing nearby, next to, or the correct form of near in
each gap. In some sentences, more than one answer is possible.
Example: Carla wanted to leave early, so she sat …near OR near to OR next to… the door.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Is there a bank ……? I need to get some money out.
We live …… some very noisy neighbours and we can hear everything they say.
I thought she was crying, but as I got …… I realised she was laughing.
We live …… the sea – we can drive there in less than ten minutes.

Speaking extension
Work with a partner. Take turns to describe the area where you live using near, nearby and
next to.
© Cambridge University Press 2009
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How do I make nouns plural?
Intermediate learners often make mistakes when they make nouns plural.
1. Each of the sentences below contains a mistake. Find and correct the mistakes.
Example: My uncle and aunt have four childrens children: two boys and two girls.
1.	We spent the time going to museums, visiting shops and at night going to partys and
discos.
2. I bought some meat, two fishs, two small lettuces and a kilo of potatoes.
3. The guests arrived with their husbands, wifes, boyfriends or girlfriends.
2. Complete the rules by writing one of the examples from the box below in each gap.
book – books 			
dish – dishes 			
lady – ladies 			
sheep 							
woman – women

branch – branches 		
fish 										
man – men 						
tomato – tomatoes 		

child – children 			
foot – feet 						
person – people 			
tooth – teeth 				

clothes 						
half – halves 		
photo - photos
trousers 					

disco – discos
kiss – kisses
roof – roofs
wife – wives

yy We make most nouns plural by adding –s to the singular form: (1) ….book – books.		
However
	-when the noun ends in ch, o, s, or sh, we add –es: (2) …………………………
(Exceptions: (3) …………………………)
	-when the noun ends in y, the plural form ends in –ies: (4) …………………………
	-when the noun ends in f or fe the plural form is often (but not always) –ves:
		 (5) ………………… (Exception: (6) …………………).
yy There are a few common nouns which have an irregular plural: (7) …………………
yy For some (but not all) animals, the plural form is the same as the singular, especially:
(8) …………………
yy A few words are always plural: (9) …………………
3.	Seven of the sentences below contain mistakes made by intermediate students in
Cambridge exams. Two sentences are correct (✔). Find and correct the mistakes.
			
stories
Example: He told us lots of storys about Australia, which we really enjoyed.
1. I have to look after little childrens from five to ten years old.
2.	I know you love beachs, so I think Greece would be a great place for you to have a
holiday.
3. I met a lot of friendly peoples when I visited London.
4. I suppose you like old churches and castles.
5. I’ll take some photoes of your town when I visit.
6. She put the clothes in the cupboard and the books on the shelves.
12
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When does a single letter change to a double letter?
Intermediate learners often make spelling mistakes when adding –ed, –ing, –er and other
endings to words.
1.	Eight of the words below contain spelling mistakes. Four of the words are correct (✔).
Find and correct the mistakes.
Biger bigger 			 canceled 				 decided 			 hoter 				 nicest 						 occured
openned 				 planing 					 prefered 		 travelled 		 unforgetable 		 writting
2.	Complete the spelling rules by writing one of the words from the box below in each
gap.
admit – admitted 			 cancel – canceling 		 cancel – cancelling 			 develop – developing
fax – faxed 						 forget – forgetting 			 happen – happened 		 play – playing
run – runner 					 shop – shopping 			 show – showing 					 travel – traveler
travel – traveller
Double the final consonant
	-when you add -ed, -ing, -er, and -est to one-syllable words which end in consonantvowel-consonant: (1)……run – runner, shop – shopping…… (but final w, x and y are
never doubled: (2) ……………………………).
-for verbs of two or more syllables which end in consonant-vowel-consonant and the
final syllable is stressed: (3) …………………………… (but when the stress is not on
the final syllable, do not double the final consonant: (4) ……………………………)
-In British English, for words which end in l after one vowel:
(5)…………………………… In American English, the final l does not double: 		
(6)……………………………
3.	Read the email from Anna to Olga below. Then find and correct the eight spelling
mistakes. The first mistake has been corrected for you.
Hi Olga
writing
I’m writting to thank you for meetting me and looking after me in Bratislava. I had a really
great time and after travelling all the way from Warsaw it was wonderful to see you waiting
for me when I arrived. I thought Bratislava was beautiful and now I’m hopping that you
will visit me in Warsaw soon.
I’m glad I remembered to bring my camera (I’m always forgeting it) because I’ve got some
really great photos, which I’m attaching. I think the one of us standing in front of the castle
just before it openned is the best. I also really enjoyed the shoping and the restaurants and
I’m sure I’ve got fater as a result of all that wonderful food!
Please start planing your visit to Warsaw soon – I’m really looking forward to seeing you!
Love, Anna
© Cambridge University Press 2009
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Answer key
And, but, or or?
1. 1 but 2 or 3 but 4 and 5 or
2. 1 4 2 3 3 1 4 5 5 2
3. 	1 hot but sunny hot and sunny 2 and or 3 and
but 4 but and 5 or and
During, for, or since?
1. 1 since 2 for 3 during
2. 1 during for 2 ✔ 3 since for 4 ✔ 5 for since
3. 1 since 2 during 2 since
Do I need to + verb or a verb + -ing after this verb?
1. 1 preparing 2 meeting
2. 1 ✔ 2 to buy buying 3 ✔ 4 to coming to come 5
going to go 6 to be being 7 dancing to dance
3. 1 doing 2 to spend 3 watching 4 doing

Do or make?
1. 1 (a) make (b) make 2 make 3 doing
2. 	do: a job, sport, a test, aerobics, an activity, an
exam, an exercise, homework, housework, the
shopping, a sightseeing tour, work make: a cake,
a change, a choice, a decision, friends, a mistake,
a plan, a reservation, a sandwich
3. 1 made did 2 make do 3 ✔ 4 made did 5 ✔ 6
making doing 7 made did
4. 1 made 2 does 3 make 4 make 5 did
Look, see, or watch?
1. 1 saw watched 2 watch see 3 saw looked at
looked saw 4 watched looked at 5 saw (had)
looked
2. 1 (a) see (b) look 2 seen 3 watching 4 see 5
watch
When should I use have, pass, spend and take with
time expressions?
1. 1 took 2 had 3 pass
2. 1 (a) pass (b) pass(ed) 2 (a) spend (b) spent 3
(a) takes (b) took
3. 1 passed spent 2 I spent ten minutes to find
my mother It took me ten minutes to find my
mother 3 passed had OR spent 4 We spent four
hours to reach the mountains It took us four
hours to reach the mountains 5 pass spend
4. 1 spent 2 took 3 pass

14

Are these nouns countable or uncountable?
1. 1 jobs 2 There’s lots of food in the fridge 3
meals 4 advice 5 games
2. 2 b 3 a 4 f 5 d 6 c
3. 1 fruits fruit 2 entertainments entertainment 3
✔ 4 ✔ 5 furnitures furniture 6 troubles trouble
7 advices advice

Near, nearby, or next to?
1. 1 nearby 2 next to 3 near
2. 2 a 3 d 4 e 5 b
3. 1 nearby near OR next to 2 nearby near OR
next to 3 next to near
4. 1 nearby 2 next to 3 nearer 4 near
How do I make nouns plural?
1. 1 partys parties 2 fishs fish / fishes 3 wifes wives
2. 	(2) branch – branches, dish – dishes, kiss – kisses,
tomato – tomatoes (3) disco – discos, photo –
photos (4) lady – ladies (5) half – halves, wife
– wives (6) roof – roofs (7) child – children, foot
– feet, man – men, person – people, tooth – teeth,
woman – women (8) fish, sheep (9) clothes,
trousers
3. 1 childrens children 2 beachs beaches 3 peoples
people 4 ✔ 5 photoes photos 6 ✔
When does a single letter change to a double letter?
1. canceled cancelled* decided ✔ hoter hotter
nicest ✔ occured occurred openned opened
planing planning prefered preferred travelled ✔
unforgetable unforgettable writting writing
2. 	(2) faxed, playing, showing (3) admit – admitted,
forget – forgetting (4) develop – developing,
happen – happened (5) cancel – cancelling, travel
– traveller (6) cancel – canceling, travel – traveler
3. meetting meeting, hopping hoping, forgeting
forgetting, openned opened, shoping shopping,
fater, fatter, planing planning

* Please see final note on question 2.
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son: Her eyes rested on a small wooden box at the
the shop.
rest on/upon sth formal If something rests on
cular idea, belief or fact, it is based on it or nee
order for it to be true: Christianity rests on the be
Jesus was the son of God.
rest on/upon sb/sth formal to depend on some
something: Our success rests on an increase in sa
rest up to relax in order to have strength for som
Why don’t you take a nap to rest up for the party
rest with sb formal If a responsibility or decisio
with someone, they are responsible for it: The au
to call an emergency meeting rests with the presid
rest with sb/sth to depend on someone or som
Our hopes rest with you.
Common mistakes: responsible
"noun other partk 1 the rest [S, + sing/pl verb]
Warning: Check your spelling!
other things, people or parts that remain or th
not
been mentioned: I’ve got two bright students,
Responsible is one of the 50 words most often spelled
rest are average. * I’ll keep a third of the money
wrongly by learners.
rest is for you. * Have you got anything planned
Remember: the correct spelling ends in ‘ible’, and not
rest of the day? stopk 2 E [C or U] a period of
‘able’.
which you relax, do not do anything active, o
The correct preposition to use after responsible is for.
After they had carried the piano up the stair
stopped for a rest. * The doctor prescribed som
Don’t say ‘responsible of/about something’, say
and told her to get/have a week’s rest. 3 [C] speci
responsible for something:
period of silence between musical notes, or a
We are all responsible of our own decisions.
which represents this: a minim rest c See
We are all responsible for our own decisions.
Music on page P25 4 at rest a describes some
something that is not doing anything active,
responsive /rI"spQnt.sIv/ /-"spA;nt-/ adjective making a
moving: Her heartbeat is only 55 at rest. b us
positive and quick reaction to something or someone: a
polite or respectful way to say that someone
responsive engine * a responsive audience * She wasn’t
5
come to rest to stop, usually in a particular
responsive to questioning. * The disease has proved
The car hit the kerb, rolled over and came to r
responsive to the new treatment. cOpposite unresponditch. supportk 6 [C] an object which suppo
sive . responsively /rI"spQnt.sIv.li/
/-"spA;nt-/ adverb
weight of something: I used a pile of books as a
. responsiveness /rI"spQnt.sIv.n@s/
/-"spA;nt-/ noun
my
telescope. cSee also headrest; armrest
[U]
"idioms
(and)
allthat
the it
rest informal used at the e
1 I looked at / watched my
watch and
saw
Vocabulary
rest /rest/
phrase or list to refer to other things or peop
was time to leave.
"verb
someone or someLook, see, watch, listen and
hearstopk 1 E [I or T] to (cause
belong
to
the
same
set
2 I really enjoy looking at / watching horror fi lms.or group and that you h
thing to) stop doing a particular activity or stop being
Bob, June and Alison and
had
time
mention:
3 We live near a motorway
and
canto
listen
to / hear
1
First Certificate candidates
confuse
active foroften
a period
of time in order to relax and get back
Education
rest are coming
to dinner tonight. . for the re
c non-stop.
look, see and watch, and
listen
and hear.
your
strength:
The Complete
doctor told him thatthe
he traffi
should
rest for
when
you
have
already
mentioned the importan
4 I’ve been looking at / watching our holiday photos.
these sentences from the
reading
text
a few
days. *
Heusing
lookedlook,
away from the
computer screen to
of something
and
you you
now want to mention th
5
Did
you
watch
/
see
Buckingham
Palace
when
*
Sheform.
promised that she would not rest
rest his
eyes.
see, watch, listen and hear
in the
correct
less important parts: The salary in my new job i
were in London?
(= check
wouldyour
not stop
looking)
but (as) for the rest, I’m not impressed. . give i
When you have finished,
answers
by until the murderer of her
6 She
knew
the
policeman
was looking / watching
See
also
rest
up
2
be
son
was
caught
and
imprisoned.
c
informal said when you want someone to stop
looking at Reading Part 2 again.
whatnot
she have
did. any
resting informal to be an actor who does
about or doing something that is annoying you: O
hear 90%the
7 Jenny
looks at
so any
relaxed when she’s listening. to /
1 … ahead of us we could
noise of
work: Over
of professional
actors
are resting
it a rest, can’t you? the rest is history everything
hearing
music
on her MP3
player. since then is well known: The Beat
breaking branches as given
the family
ate
lunch.
3 Itheir
restfrom
my
case.
(fialso
My
case
rests.
) legal
time.
happened
Where do these people
give
classes?
Match
people
the
rst
box
with
places
the
second
box.to /
8 they
Martin
was
in thefrom
kitchen
sofirst
he
didn’t
listen
2 The leader of the group
wandered
pastin
them,
said
by lawyers
a law court when
have
finished
their
hit record
in 1962 and the rest is history
hear
the
telephone
when
it
rang.
to Caleb’s
noises
for
a
moment
and
the explanation of their case supportk 4 E [I or T, restart
/%ri;"stA;t/
/-"stA;rt/ verb [I or T] to start
essor
teacher lecturer
instructor
then disappeared
intousually
the darkness
of the
+trainer
adv/prep
] toforest.
lie or lean on something, or to put
thing again: Our car stalled and wouldn’t
3 We
the gorillas
like on
thissomething
for maybe else
45 so that its weight is supsomething
* Please restart your computer to complete instal
Listening
minutes.
ported: She rested her head on my
shoulder. * ThePart
bicycle 2
restate /%ri;"steIt/ verb [T] to say something again
4 All around
we could was
the blackthe
eyes
resting against
wall. remain
5 [Ihear
] formal
1 Youkwill
parttoof a radio interview with
rimary school
secondary
school
university
different way: He restated his belief that the sa
of the rest of his family
at us through
remain in a particular
state or place:
WeWelling,
must talk
to
Sylvia
a student
whomore
is working
a . restatement /%ri;"steI
need
time toon
work.
college
drivingthe
school
sportsthe
club
low branches.
council about the problem - the matter cannot be
rainforest project in Costa
Rica.
Before
listening,
noun
[C or
U] Her
recent speech was merely a resta
allowed to rest here (= further action must be taken).
pairs.
the right
to help
of heron
widely
publicised
views.
idiomsthe
letCambridge
sth rest informal to notwork
talk in
about
or Use
men-the photos
2 Read these two extracts"from
you.told his friends he
tion
subject:
he had
What are the mostAdvanced
important
qualities
inaaparticular
Word partners for restaurant
Learner’s
Dictionary.
Then circle
the After
Error
warning!
Why
rainforests
was writing
a novel, they wouldn’t• let
the are
subject
rest. being destroyed?
correctof
alternative
italics
in the sentences
teacher? Decide which
these is in
the
go to a restaurant . manage/own/run a restaur
.most
rest easy (also rest fun
assured
) used
to tell
• Why
is itsomeone
important to preserve rainforests?
funny
which follow.
restaurant offers/serves/specializes in sth . a
important and which
is the least important
in and that you are/ in
not to worry
control of the situation:
. a cheap/expensive/good/posh
restaurant
rest
Fun is
a2noun
and
means
enjoyment:
Look
at the
sentences
below.
What type
of
"Rest assured, Mrs. Cooper"
said
the
police
officer.
"We
your opinion.
. a restaurant
. the rest
manager/owner/worker
Common Learner Error
.a rest
infun
peace
1 do
said
toneed
will find your son for you."
information
you
to complete
each
space
I
had
lot
of
in
Mr
Gillam’s
history
lesson
today.
business/industry
look, see or watch?
express the hope that someone’s
spirit
hasa number)
found and/or
(e.g.
a date,
what type of
Funny
an
and
means
amusing.
ct
funny
kindSee means
serious
peace
after
they have died:
Sheiswas
aadjective
decent
comto notice peopleclever
and things
with fair
your eyes.
word(s)
do and
you
need
to complete
each
spacerestaurant
(e.g.
Common
mistake:
passionate
woman:
may
she
rest
in
peace.
2
(
written
She
saw
a
big
spider
and
screamed.
Mrs Baileyaisverb,
veryanfunny.
Her jokesWarning:
always make
me laugh.
adjective)?
elligent
patient reasonable punctual
Check your spelling!
abbreviation
RIPor) someone.
often written on a gravestone . rest
Look (at) is used when you are trying
to see something
your
to be satisfied with your achievements
onmust
Restaurant is one of the 50 words most often s
If look is followed by an object, you
uselaurels
a preposition.
Rainforest
Costa
and not to make an effort to do anything
else: Project,
Just
wrongly Rica
by learners.
preposition
is ‘at’.
Look at the phrasesTheinusual
the
box below.
Underline
the
ones
whichdoesn’t
complete
sentence
1, and
circle
the ones
because
you’ve
got
your
degree
mean
you
can
Remember: the
correct
I’ve looked everywhere, but can’t find my keys. I looked at the map to
Sylvia
is
spending
her
(1)
working
on spelling has ‘au’ in the m
rest on and
your laurels.
which complete sentence
underline the same phrase if necessary.
find the road.2. You can circle
project.
"phrasal verbs rest on sb/sth If yourthe
eyes
rest
on
somerestaurant
/"res.trQnt/
/-t@.rA;nt/ noun [C] E
Watch means to look at something for a period of time, usually
thing or someone when you are looking
around
area,is to (2)where meals are prepared
Th aim
The
of(is)
thean
project
about and served to custom
something which moves or changes.
good teacher (is) ......................
2 A good student
......................
t rainforest.
the
He watched television all evening.
held me personally responsible whenever anything went
wrong in the project. 5 be responsible for your actions to
be in control of yourself so that you can fairly be blamed
for your bad actions: The defendant was depressed and
therefore not fully responsible for her own actions. good
judgmentk 6 A having good judgment and the ability to act correctly and make decisions on your own: a
hardworking and responsible employee * Let’s stay calm
and try to behave like responsible adults. * Many big
companies are now becoming more responsible about
the way they operate. cOpposite irresponsible 7 A A
responsible job or position involves making important
decisions or doing important things. . responsibly /rI"spQnt.sI.bli/
/-"spA;nt-/ adverb
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Syl works
is on the
project because
shemodern
wants to gainmethods
s good grades
a good listener
good at explaining things Sylvia
hard
uses
(3) which use information
experience. from the
for good
this logo
to identify
books
uses traditional methods Look
makes
progress
concerned
about the welfare of the students
listen, listen to or hear?
part of her job involves (4)
in the
Cambridge
Learner
Corpus.
OnlyOne
Cambridge
titles have access to this
unique
always marks homework
gives
ofto homework
Use hear when youon
wanttime
to say that sounds,
music,a
etc.lot
come
your
st.doesn’t give much homework
forest.
ears.
You
can
hear
something
without
wanting
to.
pays attention in class resource!
doesn’tFor
talkamuch
talks
a lot
hands
in on time for visitors.
full range,
visit
www.cambridge.org/elt/exams
he also
als
She
works homework
as a (5)
I could hear his music through the wall.

Use listen to say that you pay attention to sounds or try to hear

sa rainforests are destroyed to make land available for
She says
(66)
(6)
.

The audience listened carefully.

She predicts that (7)

something.
Which sentences from
2.3 do you agree with?

of rainforests

How do you feel?

Confused? Unsure? Bamboozled?
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